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**Introduction**

*In the matter of marriage Bucer is worse than permissive. One time, around the table, I heard him debate this issue when he stated that divorce should be granted on any ground, no matter how trivial.*

Such was the opinion of the English merchant John Burcher in 1550. This judgment is significant in that it is representative for existing opinion on Bucer’s view of marriage and divorce. Burcher’s words make clear, first of all, that when Bucer’s view of marriage comes up people primarily and often exclusively think of his ideas on divorce. In point of fact, as we will discover, these views are as remarkable for our time as they were sensational in Bucer’s day. In the second place, the passage cited from Burcher’s letter reflects how negatively and indiscriminately people at the time thought about Bucer’s views, and this negative estimate of Bucer has, unfortunately, largely continued since.

Burcher’s opinion of Bucer has even been taken over by scholars in the twentieth century. Wendel, a renowned Bucer expert, also limits himself to Bucer’s ideas on divorce. He believes that Bucer’s passion for harmonization at all cost played tricks on him, and that this tendency resulted in a “fairly deceptive casuistry.” The well-known Bucer scholar J. V. Pollet even thinks that in the area of marriage Bucer was slack. K. Koch, too, has little good to say about Bucer’s views, something that is hardly surprising since Koch takes Luther as his norm. G. May, offering a Catholic critique of the Protestant position on divorce, cannot imagine that someone so eager to be biblical can entertain such views.

---

5. "Es entbehrt nicht eines grotesken Zuges, wenn ein Vertreter des Schriftprinzips und Anwalt der
also is J. W. Van den Bosch’s simplistic proposition in his dissertation on Bucer’s doctrine of predestination: “Bucer’s view of divorce is rightly contested by Calvin.” Less clear are the grounds on which Burcher and those who concurred with his opinion reject Bucer’s views on marriage. A possible reason is that having noted Bucer’s words about the dissolution of marriage, they stopped there and did not relate them to what he wrote about the purpose and meaning of marriage. It is downright astonishing that for centuries scholars ignored the many things Bucer wrote about marriage, and focused exclusively on his ideas on divorce. It is precisely by judging his views on divorce in light of his view of marriage and, in this connection, by looking at the entire issue in light of his biography and theology that one begins to understand Bucer’s overall view. To be included in such a study as well is the social and ecclesiastical context of the sixteenth century.

Insofar as Bucer was not expressly rejected, scholars still overlooked his contribution to the development of marriage law, a fate which, for that matter, also befell the study of his theology. Exceptions to this rule are W. Köhler and H. Eells, but these authors were similarly unable, in view of the subject of their study, to paint a complete picture of Bucer’s views. It is only in recent years that historians again focused on Bucer’s views and tried to do more justice to him. Still, up until the present no systematic study of Bucer’s writings on marriage has been under-

---


6) J. W. van den Bosch, “De ontwikkeling van Bucers praedestinatiegedachten voor het optreden van Calvijn” (Ph.D. diss., University of Amsterdam, 1922), proposition 3.
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taken, despite the fact that such a study has been called for more than once. Perhaps the reason for this gap is that only a very small part of these writings has appeared in print and that the majority consist of a number of large and small treatises, which, to make matters even more difficult, are in part located in archives outside Strasbourg. The bulk of these writings plus the information on this subject in other works of Bucer offer amply sufficient material for a complete overview. Also for this reason we have restricted ourselves to furnishing a systematic survey of Bucer’s ideas on marriage, divorce, and celibacy. To keep the size of this book manageable, we avoided going deeper into Bucer’s concept of law and his theology than was strictly necessary. This book is intended—in view of its subject—for a larger readership than that of the academic community and so, in part for that reason, we have included no Latin and only a few German quotations in the text.

Since a modern edition of Bucer’s writings on marriage will appear in the series Deutsche Schriften, where they will be given an extensive introduction, we have confined ourselves in the footnotes to a brief bibliographic reference and a note on the genesis of every treatise insofar as information on it is available.

Our topic is important, first of all, for an understanding of Bucer’s person, work, and theology. This book is a contribution to the Bucer research, which has picked up momentum only in the last few decades. At the same time, an exposition of Bucer’s views can potentially make a contribution to legal and social history, since this topic is currently of much interest, as is evident from a growing number of studies on marriage and the family and the position and role of women during the Reformation. The topic, however, is not just of historical interest. The reader will find that Bucer’s ideas on marriage and divorce are relevant for the church and society today. Interesting in this connection is Bucer’s focus on the

10Established by divine ordinance. Nevertheless, Ozment does point out Bucer’s uniqueness; see, e.g., Ozment, When Fathers Ruled, 84, 93.


12See the indexes at the back of this book for an overview of these treatises.

position of women. This timeliness is implicit in the fact that we are here dealing with a topic that confronts every human, every society, and every religious persuasion. The Christian church especially must be engaged in ongoing reflection on this theme, since for this subject there are fixed biblical norms that must be given shape in a world with changing ethical views, while (at least in Western Europe) the formation and dissolution of marriages as such do not fall within the domain of the church. In this book, therefore, we take a backward look, in part with a view to then looking around and ahead. We undertook and completed this study out of the conviction that current issues in the realm of marriage and divorce can in part be resolved from the perspective of the past. The selection of Bucer was not only inspired by the fact that this part of the man’s work merits further attention but also by the idea that the (contemporary) church and society may profit from taking a serious look at his views and proposals.

The book is divided into four sections. The section on the historical background contains a concise overview of canonical marriage law as it prevailed in the sixteenth century, as well as of its history. This survey is needed first as a historical backdrop that makes the criticism of the Reformation intelligible. Second, it enables the reader to identify the differences and similarities between Bucer’s proposed marriage law and that of the Catholic church. To highlight Bucer’s own position we subsequently portray the views on marriage held by other reformers and developments in this area. Erasmus and Bullinger are each treated separately. Erasmus, by his criticism, gave a powerful impulse to fresh reflection on marriage law and Bucer himself repeatedly appeals to Erasmus in this area. Bullinger is discussed because he, too, wrote extensively on this topic. Striking, however, is that, although he took note of the writings of Bucer, his views are less rooted in theology than those of his Strasbourg colleague. This section of background orientation serves mainly as a foil to bring out Bucer’s own unique position and originality.
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In the biographical section we portray Bucer’s life and work with the help of well-known Bucer biographies and Bucer’s correspondence. Naturally, we are not aiming at giving a complete biography. The content of this section is specifically qualified by the theme of marriage to show the extent to which Bucer was occupied with it throughout his life and how it played a decisive role in his own life. Appropriate to that context is also the sketch of his own married life. This sketch is necessary in part to make clear that his pursuit of greater possibilities for divorce was not motivated by a bad marriage at home. In this biographical section we also present an account of the role Bucer played with respect to the marital issues of Henry VIII and Philip of Hesse.

In the third section, which furnishes a systematic survey of Bucer’s views on marriage, divorce, and celibacy, we primarily use Bucer’s writings on marriage and other important works of his in which this topic is dealt with. The sheer bulk of the available material forced us to curtail the comparison with contemporaries. We did attempt to make clear the high degree to which Bucer’s views on marriage, divorce, and celibacy are grounded in his theology. That grounding is not surprising since Bucer defines theology as “the art of living a virtuous and orderly life.” The study of Bucer’s writings on marriage has shown that his views on the subject remained constant. Since differences between his earlier and later writings pertained only to details, we were able to work the pertinent data from all of Bucer’s works into a single survey and did not have to account for radical changes in his development.

In the concluding section the reader will find an inventory of reactions to Bucer’s proposals. Since the reactions from within the Catholic camp are predictably negative, we focus especially on the reactions from the Protestant side. Then follows a tentative exploration of where and how Bucer’s ideas exerted influence.

Considering the volume and content of Bucer’s writings on marriage and the extent to which he was personally involved in the subject, one can only be astonished that no monograph on this topic has appeared before. I cordially hope that the value of this book will somewhat match the importance of the subject.

---


16In addition to the printed editions of Bucer’s letters, we have used the Thesaurus Baumianus (hereafter cited as Th. B.), a collection of letters preserved in the Strasbourg university library.
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Brunswick, 108
Bucer, Elizabeth (born Silbereisen, MB’s first wife), 57, 116-23
life
birth, 116
enters convent, 116-17
loss of inheritance, 117
ill health in convent, 117
decision to leave convent, 117
marriage with MB, 117
coping with children’s illnesses, 119-20
ill health, 120, 133
pressures on, from MB’s hospitality, 121
urges Wibrandis Rosenblatt to marry MB, 122
death from plague, 121-22
MB’s descriptions of, 122
MB’s views on her vows of chastity, 61-62
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Bucer, Martin. See also reception of MB's views
anthropology, 175, 183
characteristics
Christocratic ideal, 353, 356
connection with reality, 359
kinship with humanism, 53
originality, 357
Scripturalism, 359
theologian of synthesis, 357
ecclesiology, 354
founder of evangelical parsonage, 128-29
hermeneutics
applicability of God's word, 338
avoidance of biblicism, 273
basis for views on divorce, 272-76
exegetical rules, 274-76
fundamental importance of Christology, 285
ground rules for interpretation of Jesus' words, 283-84
importance of God's intent, 338
importance of internal meanings, 287
importance of sensus germanus, 275-76
importance of Spirit to textual interpretation, 285-86
opposition to allegorical interpretation, 274
theological principles of, 276-87
typical method of legal interpretation, 289-90
importance of church unity to, 84
life, youth and education (1491-1521), 51-56
parents, 51
birth, 51
education at Latin school, 51-52
professes Dominican vows, 52
continues education at monastery, 52-53
transfers to Heidelberg, 53
teaching, 53, 56
meets with Luther, 53
Luther's influence on MB, 55
theological degrees, 56
Bucer, Martin (continued)
life, youth/education (contd.)
wins dispensation from monastic vows, 56
life, wanderings and marriage (1521-1532), 57-59
studies in Wittenberg, 57
marries, 57
stays in Weissenburg, 57-58
is excommunicated, 58
life, as reformer in Strasbourg (1523-1529), 59-76
applies to Zwingli for Zurich post, 60
apologia for his marriage, 60-61
lacks fixed appointments, 62
appointed as preacher, 63
gains Strasbourgian citizenship, 63
performs Zell's marriage, 67
refutes charges against clerical marriages, 69
defends own marriage, 69
advocates in support of marriage court, 72
appointed pastor of St. Aurelia Church, 73
reforms educational system, 74
counters with Anabaptists, 74-75
life, as organizer of Strasbourg church (1529-1539), 76-80
participates at Strasbourg Synod, 77-79
frustrated over government's resistance to change, 80
life, activities on behalf of unity of the church (1529-1548), 80-89
goals, 81
isolation resulting from his activities, 81
trip in South Germany, 81
conflict with Erasmus, 81-82
participates at Diet of Augsburg, 82-83
finds common ground with Luther, 83
works to restore unity within evangelical party, 83
is consulted by Francis I, 83-84
attends conferences, 84-86
Bucer, Martin (continued)
life, church unity activity (contd.)
engages in high level politics, 85
participates in secret conversations with Catholics, 86
contacts with reformational movement in Bohemia, 87
engages in polemics, 87, 88-89
life, as reformer outside Strasbourg (1531-1543), 90-107
contact with Ulm, 90-99
works with Frecht, 93
consults on guidelines for Ulm marriage court, 93-99
corresponds with Blaurer, 96-97
contact with Augsburg, 99-101
contact with Hesse, 101-4
friendship with Philip of Hesse, 102, 104
reorganizes Hessian church, 102-3
contact with Cologne, 104-7
sermons and lectures in Cologne, 105
self-defense in Cologne, 106
publishes new church order, 106-7
regains prestige, 107
life, conflicts in and departure from Strasbourg (1538-1549), 107-11
attempts reformation from within church, 108
agitation against city council, 108
draws up will, 109
arrested and signs, later resists, Augsburg Interim, 110
banished from Strasbourg, 110
attends Philip of Hesse's second marriage, 156
life, in England (1549-1551), 111-15
appointed Regius Professor of Theology at Cambridge, 112
struggles with ill health, 112
assists with revision of Book of Common Prayer, 112-13
continues theological discussions, 113
offers counsel to Edward VI, 113-14
final illness, new will, death, 115
posthumous heresy trial, 115

Bucer, Martin (continued)
marrige
defense of own, 343
as model for others, 66-68
and marriages of others
Blaurer, Ambrose, 131-32
Blaurer, Margaret, 130-34
Calvin, John, 135-36
Capito, Wolfgang, 129-31
Fontius, Bartholomew, 136
Henry VIII, King, 137-48
Hubert, Conrad, 134-35
Oecolampadius, Alithia, 137
Philip of Hesse, 149-52, 156-61
reputation as marriage broker, 128
marriage to Elizabeth Silbereisen, 116-23
children, 119-20
finances, 121
Latomus's description of, 120-21
MB's concern for her health, 133-34
MB's views on her, 122
plague deaths in household, 121-22
she encourages MB's remarriage, 122-23
slanders circulated against, 118-19
marriage to Wibrandis Rosenblatt, 123-28
difficulties occasioned by, 316
hospitality of household, 125
marriage contract, 123-24
MB's estimation of her, 125
motives for, 124
separations due to MB's travel, 126-27
others' influence on him
Aquinas, 80
Aristotle, 358
Augustine's, 80
Erasmus, 36-37, 40, 53, 80
Luther, 53-55, 57, 80
Philip of Hesse, 191, 192
Zwingli, 277
personal interest in Margaret Blaurer, 133-34
proposals on marriage and divorce
comparison with other reformers', 358
goals of, 353, 360
Bucer, Martin (continued)
proposals on marriage/divorce (contd.)
pastoral motive in, 359-60
readings
Erasmus, 39, 53
list of, 55-56
Luther’s Reformation Hauptschriften, 55
relationship with Philip of Hesse, 149
theology
adoption of Waldensians’ views, 24
basic norm of, 113
connection between justification and sanctification, 304, 311
explained in Das ym selbs, 63-66
fusion of Erasmus and Luther, 53-54
kinship with Anabaptists’, 102
lack of outside influences on, 148
pietas as key word in, 353-54
place of Holy Spirit in, 286
reformational, 52, 66
in relationship to his views on marriage, 179
synthesis in, 357
tension between validity of law and freedom of Spirit of believers, 114-15
theology of marriage
authority of Scripture not violated, 272-73
balance of rule of Christ with human nature, 355
basic idea of, 63, 142
identifiable nature of, 354
importance of Ephesians 5 to, 231
importance of Genesis 2 to, 171
mutual love fundamental to, 201
peculiar nature, 357
theology of service, 66, 178 (See also neighbor-oriented love)
effects of unchastity, 181
reflected in symbolism of exchange of rings, 225
reflected in views on divorce from illness, 301
reflected in views on marriage, 241

Bucer, Martin (continued)
views
not accepted in Bern, 326
on abstinence, 181
on aequitas (fairness), 142, 145
on Anabaptist theology, 77
on Augsburg Interim, 110
on bigamy, 141, 145, 147-48, 150, 159
(See also Argumenta Buceri)
on break between Rome and Reformation, 109-10
on brothels, 176, 249
on canonical marriage laws, 31
on capital and corporal punishment, 65
on celibacy, 58, 69, 88, 171, 327-34
(See also celibacy)
on a Christian state, 112
on Christ’s love, 54
on the church’s effects on marriage, 28-31
on clerical marriages, 66-67, 69, 88, 89, 129
on clerical sexuality, 82
on concept of law, 53-54
conciliatory, 83-84, 86
on confirmation, 102
on consanguinity, 90, 202, 204-6
on Council of Trent, 109
on Diet at Regensburg, 87
on digamy, 124-25
on divorce (see divorce; theological principles of MB’s hermeneutics)
on doctrine, 84
on earthly kings, 114
on ecclesiastical possessions, 85
on Edward VI, 113
on engagements, 91
on fruitfulness, 64
on God-honoring life, 60-61
on government, 72, 99-100, 248
on government legislation, 75
on Henry VIII’s marriage status, 140-48
on his two wives, 125
on his wife Elizabeth, 122
Bucer, Martin (continued)
views (continued)
on interpretation of Scripture, 73
on justification by faith, 82
on law codes, 356
on the Lord’s Supper, 75
on love, 239
on Luther and Erasmus, 43, 55
on marriage (see marriage; path to marriage; Von der Ehe und Ehescheidung)
on marriage law, 90
on marriage to an unbeliever, 305-6
on neighbor-oriented love, 54, 58, 65-66
on operation of marriage court, 76-77
on ostentatious weddings, 250
on Philip of Hesse’s double marriage, 156-58
on physical desire, 172
on pietas, 353
on plague in Strasbourg, 121
on polygamy, 191
on priestly marriage, 87-88
on prostitution, 69
on reform of English society, 113
on restitution, 66
on sacramental ceremonies, 222
on Scripture, 273
on self-love, 63
on separation from bed and board, 261-62
on servanthood, 64, 65
on sin, 182
on theology, 355-56
on unmarried life, 118
on veneration of images, 73-74
on victimization of women, 30
on vows, 60-61
on women’s education, 80, 241-42
wills, 126
writings (See also De regno Christi; other individual titles; Von der Ehe und Ehescheidung aus göttlichem und keyerlickem rechten)
Bible commentaries, 75-76, 79
catechisms, 78, 223-24
Bucer, Martin (continued)
writing (contd.)
commentary on Letters to the Romans, 79-80
consistency of views on celibacy and marriage in, 62
current location, 2
direct attack on cannon law, 72
eighteen articles for Ulm, 90, 92
exegetical style, 76
government criticism in, 79
pamphlet (1532) on Christian government, 76
wedding sermon, 88, 220-21
Bucer, Martin Jr. (MB’s son), 120
Bucer, Mr. (MB’s father), 51, 125
Bucer, Simeon Gottfried (MB’s son), 119
Bucer, Wibrandis (born Rosenblatt, MB’s second wife), 122
burdens endured during MB’s travels, 125-26
compared with Elizabeth Bucer, 125
first three marriages, 123
life after MB’s death, 127-28
marriage with MB, 123-28
MB’s encouragement of her marriage to Capito, 130-31
plans household move to England, 127
Bugenhausen, Johannes, 316
Bullinger, Heinrich, 43-47
accomplishments, 43
conflict with MB, 160
correspondence with MB, 74
Der Christliche Ehestand, 43-44
theology of marriage, 44
views
on adultery, 46
on celibacy, 47
on divorce, 46-47
on goals of marriage, 45
on the ideal spouse, 43
on mutual fellowship, 45
on the pope, 44
on prerequisites for marriage, 45-46
on the state of matrimony, 43, 44
writings, 43
Burcher, John, 1, 361
Bure, Idelette de, 136  
Butzer, Klaus, 51

C

call to celibacy, 328, 329. See also celibacy

call to enter a monastery, 309-10

Calvin, John, 80, 111, 153-36, 368-69
Cambridge, 112
Campeggio, Cardinal, 68

canonical marriage law

Bullinger’s relationship to, 47-48
development of, 9-10
differences with MB’s marriage law, 218
effects of complexity, 210
effects of income levels on compliance with, 29
Erasmus’ criticism of, 38, 40, 42
on impotence, 295
inconsistencies in, 262
on marriage to unbelievers, 306
on marrying sister-in-law, 138
MB’s views on, 31
promotion of sin through limitations on divorce, 261-62
sacramentality of marriage as foundation of, 187
on second marriages, 124

canon law

golden age of study of, 10
marriage in, 9-15
reasons for abuse of, 23, 25, 26-27
capital punishment, 65

Capito, Wolfgang
advice to Silberbrenner, 56
Anabaptists’ temptation of, 130
Confessio Tetrapolitana, 82
first marriage, 68
marriage with Wibrandis Rosenblatt (Oecolampadius), 123, 130
MB as marriage broker for, 129-31
participation in secret conversations with Catholics, 86
reform of educational system, 74
support for marriage court, 72
castro (being cut). See celibacy
catechisms (MB’s), 78, 223-24
Cathari, 333

Catherine of Aragon, 138-39. See also
Henry VIII, King
Catholic church
forced celibacy in, 330
promotion of sins through limitations on divorce, 261-62
reliance on external actions in determining celibacy, 330
wealth increased by obligatory celibacy, 332-33
Catholics, views on marriage, 181
celibacy, 24-26, 327-49. See also marriage; vows
Bullinger’s views on, 47
calling for those with gift for, 328, 330, 345
Calvin’s initial views on, 135-36
characterizations of cause of wretched conditions of morality, 327
contrary to scripture, 26
diabolical doctrine, 171
plague for the church, 327
decline of, importance to Reformation, 327
disastrous consequences of, 69
effects of Restoration theology on, 32, 138
Erasmus’ views on, 37, 38
gift offered to all?, 344, 346
impossibility of arbitrary imposition of, 58
matter of conscience, 329
MB’s exegesis of 1 Corinthians 7, 334-40
MB’s objection to, 332
original background, 331
parental direction of children toward, 244-45
positive definition, 345-46
problem of vows of perpetual chastity, 342-43
prohibition of second marriages, 340-42
required, as obstacle to reformation, 88
summary of MB’s views on, 348-49
when appropriate, 333
Cellarius, Martin, 129
ceremonial laws (Old Testament), 281
Cervenka, Matthias, 87
charitas (practice of love), 356, 357
Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor
anti-Reformation actions in Cologne, 107
conflict with Philip of Hesse, 159
relationship to Catherine of Aragon, 139
war with Protestants, 108-9
chastity, 11, 17, 61, 343-48. See also celibacy; perpetual chastity, vows of
childless marriages, 174-75
child mortality, in Middle Ages, 119
children. See also parental consent for marriage; parents
balance of obedience with parental authority, 200
necessary obedience to parents, 194-97
obedience to government, 251
post-marriage duty to parents, 243
relationship of parents with, 242-47
Christ. See also God; Holy Spirit
application of laws, 282-83
command regarding bill of divorce, 270
differing views on Christ’s love, 54
importance of context for his pronouncements, 281-82
inability to change law of Moses, 284
incomplete record of his words, 281
lack of jurisdiction over public life, 285
realization of his rule, 197
relationship with his church, 231, 232, 234, 237
support for laws on civil matters, 283
support for Mosaic marriage laws, 283
task in the world, 284-85
Christian communities (Christliche Gemeinschaften), 108
Christian emperors, 262-63
Christian governments, 254, 343
Christian liberty (libertas Christiana), 142, 146, 216
Christian society (civitas christiana), 108
Christina of Saxony, 149
Christliche Gemeinschaften (Christian communities), 108
christological aspects of MB’s hermeneutics, 281-85
Chrysostom, 14, 338, 341
the church, responsibility over marriage, 255. See also Catholic church
church ceremony for marriage
confirmation of existing marriage, 212, 215, 220, 221
doctrinal aspect of the liturgy, 225
importance, 220
laying on of hands, 222-23
promise of forgiveness, 221
sacramental nature, 222
significance, 188, 219-28
tradition of, 209-10
church order, 103
for Cologne, 106-7
for Hesse, 103
Kasseler Kirchenordnung, 103, 189, 220, 225
for Strasbourg (1534), 227
for Ulm, 313n316
church’s discipline (discipline Ecclesiae), 255-56
church weddings, 212. See also church ceremony for marriage
civil government. see government
civil laws, 254
civil marriage, 211
civitas christiana (Christian society), 108
clandestine marriages. see secret marriages
clergy, sexual degeneracy, 24-25. See also celibacy; officebearers
clerical celibacy. see celibacy
clerical marriage. See also celibacy
Karlstadt’s support for, 33
Luther’s argument for, 57
MB’s views on, 66-67, 69, 128, 171
permitted by Augsburg Interim, 109
Saint Jerome’s defense of, 341
in Strasbourg, 67-68
views on, in Cologne church order, 106
clerical sexuality, 24-26, 82
Cleve, duchy of, 107
Codex Iuris Civilis (Justinian), 166n5
Codex Justinianus (Justinian), 166n5
correction, impediment to marriage, 207
cognatio legalis (adoption), 18-19

cognatio spiritualis (spiritual relationship), 19, 207

cohabitation, 217

Collectiones De Divortio (Cranmer), 371

Cöllen, Johann von, 72

Cologne, 88, 104-7, 201

commandments

“Be fruitful and multiply,” 168

on honoring parents, 247

commercial travelers, 291

common good, 252

communicatio. see communion

communion (communicatio), 165

complete marriage, 193, 211-12, 238. See also marriage impediments; marriage vows; secret marriages; sexual relations

concubines, 155-56, 191

Confessio Augustana (Lutherans), 82

Confessio Tetrapolitana (Bucer and Capito), 82

congregation, 19, 102

conjugation, at church ceremony for marriage, 225, 227

conjugal intercourse. see sexual relations

conjugal relations. see sexual relations

consanguinity

ascending and descending line of, 202

degrees of, 203

as grounds for invalidation of marriage, 18-19, 202-6

horizontal line of, 202

MB’s views on, 90

Old Testament as normative on, 35

problems of, 71, 204-6

conscience, 142, 159

consensus facit nuptias (consent creates the marriage), 209-10, 214. See also mutual consent

consensus. see mutual consent

consensus sponsalitius (provisional contract), 216

consent, lack of, 17. See also mutual consent; parental consent for marriage

consent of parents for marriage. see parental consent for marriage

Consilium Martini Buceri de coniugio leprosii (Bucer), 296-213

Constantine, Emperor, 9, 263

consummated marriage (matrimonium consummatum), 12, 210

contagious diseases, 295-99

contractual aspect of marriage, 184

contradictions in Scripture, 278, 280-81

corporeal punishment, 65

Council of Trent, 10, 13, 24, 109

cousins, marriage between, 91, 203

covenant nature of marriage, 183-87

Cranmer, Thomas, 88, 111, 370, 371

crimes, as grounds for invalidation of marriage, 19, 310-12

Croydon, 111

custodes matrimoniorum (custodians of marriage), 255

custodians of marriage (custodes matrimoniorum), 255

Cyprian, Saint (Thascius Caecilius Cyprianus), 338

D

Das in Ehesachen recht gehandelt (Bucer), 91

Das ym selbs niemant sonder anderen leben soll (Bucer), 63-66, 142

David (biblical), 279, 325

De adulteriis et divortiis (in Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasticarum), 370-71

dated, as dissolution of marriage bonds, 16

dead penalty for adultery, 253, 284-85, 312, 314-16

Deborah (biblical), 239

De captivitate Babylonica (Luther), 33, 55, 187

defect (maleficium), 16

De integritate (Wimpheling), 24

De Matrimonio (Erasmus), 211

dementia, 294. See also mental illness

Der Christliche Ehestand (Bullinger), 43-44

De Regno Christi (Bucer)

axioms for textual interpretation, 276

on church confirmation of marriage, 227-28
De Regno Christi (Bucer) (continued)

on church's responsibility for marriage, 255

on dealing with luxuries, 242
draft of marriage legislation, 113-14
French translation, 362-63
German translation, 364
Hubert's edition, 363
Milton's translation, 372
postscript to, 276
on punishments for adultery, 314
summary of, 112
on wives with contagious disease, 297
desertion, 293-94
desertion or banishment, as grounds for divorce, 290-94
Deuteronomy 22, 213
devil. see Satan
De votis monasticis Martini Lutheri iudicium (Luther), 57, 342
Dialogi oder Gesprach (Bucer), 100
Dialogus das ist ein freundlich Gesprech zweyer personen davon . . . (Lenning), 159-60
"Dialogus Neobuli" (Lenning), 159-60
Diet at Regensburg, 86, 87
Diet of Augsburg, 82-83, 109
digamy, charges of, against MB, 105, 106, 124
Digests (Justinian), 166n5
Diller, Michael, 364
direct paternity (paternitas directa), 19
diriment impediments, 15-19, 138, 266-67. See also marriage impediments; prohibitive impediments
disabilities, 15-17
discipline Ecclesiae (church's discipline), 255-56
disparity of cult, 16
dispensation (dispensatio), 158, 201-2
Disputata Ratisbonae (Bucer), 89
dissolution of marriage, 13, 21, 213, 310.
See also divorce
divine grace. see grace (divine)
divine laws, 100
divine order, for marriage, 217-18
divorce, 20-22. See also remarriage after divorce; sexual relations
annulment of official relation, 265
Biblical mentions of, 42
Brenz's views on, 34-35
Bullinger's views on, 46-47
church's rigorousness, 30
consequences of, 312-26
criterion for legitimacy of, 303
dissolution of marriage, 21
Erasmus' views on, 39-42
government's jurisdiction over, 253
granted out of kindness (divortium ex bona gratia), 301
grounds for, 15, 287-312
abuse, 308-9
adultery, 287-90
breach of contract, 184
call to enter a monastery, 309-10
criminal actions, 310-12
desertion or banishment, 290-94
leprosy, 281, 296-97, 301
loss of the personal relationship, 259
mental illness, 93-94, 184
Pauline privilege, 303-7
psychological and physical factors, 294-303
rooted in Old Testament laws, 281
unilateral abstinence, 288-89
importance
for civil government, 271-72
means of avoiding adultery, 259
means of preserving people from eternal death, 354
necessary aid to pious and innocent people, 264
importance of more lenient practice of, 252
impossibility of, 257
and indissolubility of marriage, 257-64
as intermediate step toward new marriage, 266
as last resort, 259
link with love of one's neighbor, 54-55
loss of sexual intimacy, 179
MB's advice to Silberbrenner, 319
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divorce (continued)
necessary after breakdown of marriage, 265-66
pastoral motive in, MB’s views on, 359-60
possible only in case of real marriage, 264-65
remarriage after, 316-26
result of lack of mutual love, 265
in Roman and Jewish law, 12
and separation from bed and board, 21-22, 371
Strasbourg minister’s views on, 70
divorce laws, 40, 253
divortium a vinculo matrimonii (separation from the bond of marriage), 15
divortium ex bona gratia (divorce granted out of kindness), 301
divortium plenum (full separation), 15
divortium quoad torum et mensam. see separation from bed and board
doctrine of justification (MB’s), 84
doctrine of piety, 245
Dominican order, 56
doppelhe. see bigamy
dowry, 172, 256
dualization, 170
duress, impediment to marriage, 207
dysfunctional marriages, 252

E
earthly matters, 337-38
Ebernburg castle, 56
ecclesiastical possessions, 84-85
ecclesiastical wedding ceremony. see church ceremony for marriage
ecclesiola (little churches), 108
economic basis for clerical sexuality, 25-26
education, importance of, 74
Edward VI, 111-13, 343
Eells, H., 2
egoism, 182
ehbruchig (breakup of marriage), 269
Ehegericht. see marriage court
Eherichter (marriage judges), 76
Ehespiegel (mirrors of marriage), 33
Ehespiegel (Spangenberg), 370

Einfältigs Bedencken (Bucer and Melancthon), 106-7, 221-22
elder (office of), 102
elephantiasis, 295n212
Elizabeth I, 115
Enderlin, Martin, 67
engagement, 91, 198-99, 213-14. See also betrothal
England
disorganized state of church, 112
MB’s contacts with, 88
MB’s draft of new marriage legislation for, 113
MB’s life in, 111-14
posthumous treatment of MB, 115
reception of MB’s views, 370-72
Epicureans, 79, 334
Épistola apologetica (Bucer), 81
Épistola contra pseudoevangelicos (Erasmus), 81-82
Erasmus, Desiderius, 36-43
activities beginning in 1516, 53
advocate of new system of marriage laws, 39
commentary on Matthew 19, 282
conflict with MB, 81-82
De Matrimonio, 211
exegetical style, 41
hermeneutics, 276
influence on MB, 36-37
Institutio Matrimonii, 42
notion of aequitas, 356
preference for secular divorce law, 263-64
support for liberal divorce legislation, 40
views
on bill of divorce, 269n81
on canonical marriage laws, 38
on clerical celibacy, 25, 37
on divorce, 39-42
on fairness, 41-42
on faith, 37-38
on importance of theology to marriage, 37-38
on letter vs. spirit of scripture, 285
on love, 38, 41
on marriage and divorce, 36-43
General Index

Erasmus, Desiderius (continued)
  views (contd.)
    on problems of canonical marriage law, 261n21
    on sacramental character of marriage, 187
    on secret marriages, 38
    on sexual intercourse, 39
    on spiritual intimacy in marriage, 179
    on unmarried life, 37
  writings, 37-38
errors, as grounds for invalidation of marriage, 18
Esslingen, 176
eunuchs, 61, 335, 344
Europe, types of marriage ceremonies, 209
evangelical parsonage, 129
Eve (biblical), 212-13
evil, 154
excommunication, 306-7
exegetical rules (MB’s), 274-76
exile, 240, 311
expert opinions (Gutachten), 93, 321
external bond, in marriage, 166-67
external (externa) vs. internal (interna), 286
Eybb, Albrecht von, 27

F
facultates (qualifications), 344, 345
Fagius, Paul, 110-12, 127
fairness. see aequitas
faith
  basis for service-oriented life, 65-66
  as consent to marriage with God, 186
  Erasmus’ views on, 37-38
  justification by, as grounds to break vow of chastity, 342
  marriage as school of, 231
  primary condition for correct understanding of Scripture, 285
  relationship to marriage, 186
  faith-basis of marriage, 200
  false oaths, 280
  families, 251, 293-94. See also relation between family, church, and society
  father, duty to daughter, 347
  feast days, 20, 246
  fellowship and union (societas et coniunctio), 165
  fellowship (societas), 166, 196
  fidelity (fides), 11, 173
  fides (fidelity, trust), 11, 173, 357
  Fink, Anton, 67, 70
  flesh, opposition to Spirit of God, 345
  Flinner, Johann, 363
  focus of the teaching (scopus doctrinae), 275
Fontius, Bartholomew, 133, 136
forced marriages, 17
forgiveness, 187
fornication. See also adultery; sexual relations
  avoidance of, 154, 320-21
  Bullinger’s views on, 45
  prevention of, 176, 319
  punishment for, 65
  fortune, errors in, 18
forum internum vs. forum externum, 155
foster parents, 207
fourth commandment, 194
fourth Lateran Council (1215), 18
Francis I (King of France), 83
Frauenspiegel (poem), 229-30
Frech, Martin, 93-98
Frederick of the Palatinate, Count, 57
Freethinkers, 77
Freinckin, Elizabeth, 70
Frey, Klaus, 307-8
Frey, Nicolas, 78
frigiditas (temporary impotence), 16
fruitfulness, 64
full separation (divortium plenum), 15

G
Gardiner, Stephen, 89, 343-48
Geneva, 366, 368
George of Saxony, duke, 149
Gerhardt, Johann, 370
Germanic law on marriage, 209
German women, prevailing views of position of, 229
Geschwisterkinder (cousins), 91
Gideon, 191
gifts from God, 328, 336
God
as causation of divorce, 298-99
chosen destiny for people, 353
God’s love, 246
God’s word, 275
as supreme good, 64
unchangeability, 277
unity of, 277, 281
universal working of, 286
valuation of marriage, 168, 169, 172
views on sexual intimacy, 178
godly life, 117-18
good, relationship to God, 64
good and pious life (recte et pie vivere), 53, 84, 113, 356
good laws, 356
good marriages, 27, 234
good works, 66
government. See also relation between
family, church, and society
action in abuse cases, 308
duty to protect wife from bad husband, 270
as father of the people, 249
importance of divorce for, 271-72
intervention in marriage with an unbeliever, 307
MB’s views on, 65, 99-100
means of judging divorce cases, 294, 300
nature of rule, 326
necessary adaptation of biblical laws, 273
recognition of human imperfection, 284
responsibilities
for conduct of adults, 250
for ensuring godly life, 249, 321
jurisdiction over divorce, 253-54
jurisdiction over marriage, 32, 177
for nurturing pietas, 356
for public life, 315-16
toward parents, 252
toward youth, 250
servants of God, 254
use of reformational ideas, 247
government-church relations, 247-48
government marriage courts (obrigkeitliche Ehegerichten), 100. See also marriage court
government’s punishment (animadversio magistratum), 255-56
grace (divine)
bestowed by marriage, 10, 187
exteriorization of, 286-87
relationship to service-oriented life, 66
signs of, 188-89
trust in, 58
Granvelle, 86
Gratian
study of canon law, 10
views
on complete marriage, 193, 217
on dissolution of marriage, 21
on legitimacy of marriage, 12
on marriage errors, 18
on marriage to unbelievers, 16
on nature of marriage of Joseph and Mary, 14
Gratulatio Martini Buceri ad ecclesiam Anglicanam, de Religionis Christi restitutione . . . (Bucer), 89, 343-48
Gropper, Johann, 83-86, 104, 105
Grund und Ursach (Bucer), 73
Grynaeus, Simon
attempted visit with MB, 137
exploration of annulment of Henry VIII’s first marriage, 139, 140
misunderstanding of MB’s view on Christian liberty, 142
report to Henry VIII, 143
Gutachten (expert opinions), 93, 321, 366
H
Hagar (biblical), 198, 300
Hagenau, 85, 157
Haller, Berthold, 366
Hans (subject of MB’s advice), 205, 212
Hardenberg, Albert, 127
heavenly kingdom (regnum caelorum), 315
heavenly life, 336
Hedio, Caspar, 68, 72
Heidelberg, 53
Hengst, 107
General Index

Henry VIII, King, 111, 137-48
hermeneutical principles. See also Bucer, Martin, hermeneutics
used by Erasmus, 41-42
Hesse, 101-4. See also Kasseler Kirchenordnung: Philip of Hesse, Landgrave
Hessian Church Order of 1566, 366-67
holy lies, 157
Holy Spirit, 152, 286, 337
Homberg, 101
Hooper, John, 371
horizontal line of consanguinity, 202. See also consanguinity
Hubert, Conrad, 126, 127, 134-35, 363
Hubert, Margaret, 135
humanism, 51-52
human nature, 355
husband. See also covenant nature of marriage; husband-wife relation; wife
MB’s definition of, 230
position vs. wife in canon law, 22
tasks in marriage, 234, 237-38
as tyrant, 308
wife’s submission to, 231-32
husband-wife relation, 229-41
definition, in De Regno Christi, 165
fellowship of love, 64
husband’s love for unaffectionate wife, 238
husband’s tasks, 237-38
importance for good citizenship, 251
love and willingness, 234-35
love-based, 239-40
during marriage difficulties, 240
obligations carried out in love, 242
as relationship of Christ and the church, 231, 239, 240
submission of wife to husband, 231-32
wife not inferior, 239
wife not servant, 234, 236
wife’s permissible disobeying of husband, 233
wife’s subjection to bad husband, 235-36
Hyperius, Andreas, 366, 367
ideal wife, 229. See also wife
illegitimate concubines, 191-92
illicit marriages, 15
illness. see mental illness; physical illness
images, veneration of, 73-74
impact of MB’s ideas. see reception of MB’s views on marriage, divorce, and celibacy
impedimenta dirimentia. see diriment impediments
impedimenta prohibitiva. see prohibitive impediments
impediments to marriage. see marriage impediments
imperial law
on adultery, 288
on bigamy, 150
on breaking betrothal, 215
on consanguinity, 202
divorce on grounds of criminality, 310
on marriage impediments, 201
impotence, 16, 46-47, 295
imprisonment, 291-92
income levels, effects on compliance with canonical marriage laws, 29
Index of Forbidden Books, 42
indirect paternity (paternitas indirecta), 19
indissolubility and breakdown of marriage, 264-67
indissolubility of marriage, 10-12, 185, 257-64
individualism, 358
insanity. see mental illness
Institutio Matrimonii (Erasmus), 42
intent of laws, 356
interior life, 53
internal (interna) vs. external (externa), 286
invalidation, 15-19
invalidation (separatio), 15
Isaac (biblical), 198
Ishmael (biblical), 198
Israel (biblical state), model for government-church relations, 247-48
Israel (people of), idolatry equated with adultery, 185
ius matrimonii (right of matrimony), 303

J
Jacob Silbereisen, 116
Jerome, Saint, 341
Jesus, 314-15. See also Christ
Jewish law, divorce in, 12
Jews, bills of divorce, 208, 270
Johann Friederich of Saxony, 149, 152
Joseph (husband of Mary, mother of Jesus). see Mary
Jovinian, 263
jurisdiction over marriage, 9-10. See also marriage court
justification, 86, 353-54
justification and sanctification
MB's combination of, 354
MB's union of, 171
relation between, 80, 186, 332
Justinian, Emperor, 166n5, 203, 291, 310

K
Karlstadt, Andreas, 33, 57
Kassel Church Order of 1538, 367
Kasseler Kirchenordnung, 103, 189, 220, 225
Keller, Ludwig, 123
Kieffer, Heinrich, 70
kingdom of Christ (regnum Christi), 248, 353, 356
kinship. see consanguinity; spiritual relationship
Kling, Melchior, 362
Koch, K., 1
Köhler, W., 2
Kroon, Marijn de, 353, 360
Kurtz, Martin, 94

L
lack of consent, 17. See also mutual consent; parental consent for marriage
Lambert, Franz, 36
Lambert of Avignon, 101
Lambeth (Cranmer's residence), 111
Landenberg, Hugo von, 26
landesherrliche Kirchenregiment (Hessian church government), 101
Landstuhl, 57
Landtag (state parliament), 104
Latomus, Bartholomew, 88-89, 120-21, 335
law of God, 204
law of nature, 142
laws. See also government
for civil order (Old Testament), 281
forcing people to sin, 321
importance of intent, 323
purpose of, 206, 253
lawsuits, resulting from complex canon law on marriage, 24
laying on of hands, 189, 222-23
legitimate concubines, 192
Leipzig, 84
Lenning, Johann, 159
leprosy, 281, 296-97, 302, 320, 369
lex naturae (law of nature), 142
libellus repudii. see bills of divorce
libertas Christiana (Christian liberty), 142, 146, 216
licentiousness, 97
life, service-oriented, 65-66, 333-34. See also neighbor-oriented love
little churches (ecclesiola), 108
liturgy in church ceremony of marriage, 225
living well and correctly (bene et recte vivere), 353
Lobenfeld convent, 116
Lombard, Peter
study of canon law, 10
views on dissolution of marriage, 12, 21, 193
views on marriage errors, 18
views on marriage of Joseph and Mary, 14
Lord's Supper
dispute over, 75, 81, 86, 99
explanation of, in Confessio Augustana, 82
love. See also charitas; neighbor-oriented love
as basis for exceptions of marriage law, 205-6
as basis for marriage, 41, 71, 180, 185
Erasmus’ views on, 38, 41
increased by marriage, 171, 204, 246
MB’s definition, 239
relationship with procreation, 174
renewed focus after marriage, 243-44
service for the other, 237
sexual intercourse as promoter of, 176
as zeal for the law of God, 185-86
love of one’s neighbors. see neighbor-oriented love
loving wife, value of, 238
lust. see physical desire
Luther, Martin
concurrence on Philip of Hesse’s double marriage, 161
denial of sacramental character of marriage, 187
influence in Strasbourg, 59
influence on MB, 53-54
preference for secular divorce law, 263
repudiation of canonical marriage law, 55
views
on bigamy for Henry VIII, 151n170
on bigamy for Philip of Hesse, 151-52
on bill of divorce, 269n81
on clerical marriages, 57, 68
on complete marriage, 217
on goals of marriage, 173
on Henry VIII’s first marriage, 143-45
on illness as grounds for divorce, 295
on marriage, 32-34, 170
on remarriage after divorce, 316
on secret marriages, 194
on sexual intimacy, 289n175
on veneration of images, 73
on women, 230
writings
An den Christlichen Adel, 33
Babylonian Captivity, 55
Confessio Augustana, 82
De captivitate Babylonica, 33, 187
De votis monasticis Martini Lutheri iudicium, 57, 342
Reformation Hauptschriften, 55
Sermon von dem ehelichen Stand, 32
Traubüchlein, 222
Luther, Martin (continued)
  writings (contd.)
Vom ehelichen Leben, 230
Von der Freiheit eines Christenmenschen, 63
Lutherans
at Diet of Augsburg, 82, 83
in Ulm, 98-99
luxuries, 242
Lynn, Tilman von, 59
M
magistry. see government
malaria, 295-96, 296n212
maleficium (defect), 16
malicious desertion, 369
Manes, 333
Margaret (subject of MB’s advice), 206
Maria (subject of MB’s advice), 205, 212, 213
marital affection (affectio maritialis), 167
marital difficulties, 240
marital relations, mirror of other relations, 39. See also husband-wife relation; marriage
marital vows. see marriage vows
marriage, 165-256. See also bigamy; Bucer, Martin, marriage; church ceremony for marriage; clerical marriage; husband-wife relation; mutual consent; personal relationships in marriage; polygamy; secret marriages; sexual relations; unmarried life
after celibate life, 342-43
ambivalent Catholic views on, 12
appropriate conclusion of, 218-19
appropriate for officebearers, 338
burdens of, 28, 291
categorizations of
calling from God, 181
civil matter, 92n154
a contract, 183, 184
divine institution, 167
foundation of church and state, 250-52
gift of God’s grace, 336-37
God-given right, 357
Marriage (continued)
characterizations of (contd.)
  personal relationship, 166
  prefiguration of grace of Christ, 188
  redemptive institution, 232-33
  requirement for godly life, 117-18
  school of faith, 231
combination of Roman and canon law, 211-12, 218
  compared with unmarried life, 347-48
definitions of, 165, 366-67, 371-72
determination of validity of, 357
differences from canonical marriage law, 214, 218
divine order for, 217-18
erroneous view of, 337-38
essence of, 187, 297-98
evolution of MB's views of, 188
function and appraisal of sexual relations, 173-80
goals of, 258-59
importance of inner bond, 230
importance of sexual relations, 173
importance to godly life, 117-18
influence of sin on, 180-83
lack of appreciation for, 27-28
laws of consent, 210-11
link with justification, 185
link with Roman law, 166, 167, 218, 303
of the malevolent, 317
marital love, 239
MB's new considerations of, 357
MB's wedding sermon, 220-21
means of preserving people from eternal death, 354
mirror of relation between Christ and the Church, 167, 169, 185
mirror of relation between Christ and the soul, 185
motives for, 154
  multiple, 123, 191-92
nature of
  covenant nature, 183-87
    described in *Kasseler Kirchenordnung*, 103
dual nature, 170
holiness, 168
Marriage (continued)
nature of (contd.)
  missionary aspect, 174
  nonsacramental, 32, 35, 187-88
  origins, essence, and purpose, 11, 39, 45, 64, 165-73, 179-80
  sacramental character, 10-12, 187-90
  normative state, 329
  pastoral motive in, MB's views on, 359-60
  polygamy in the Old Testament, 191-92
  of priests without gift of chastity, 332
  punishment for violation of, 319
  return to Scriptural norms on marriage impediments, 201
  scholastic views on, 357
  second marriages, 190
  sexual intercourse in, 174
  stages in formation of, 214
  summary of, 193
  theological foundation of MB's ideas on, 354
  viewed by Catholic church as impure, 333
  when necessary, 347
  wife's position in, 147, 161
  marriage bans, 14, 225
marriage bond, 20
  achievement of durability of, 215
  internal nature of, 287
  relationship with sacramental nature of marriage, 190
  termination by death, 340
marriage brokering (MB's), 128-37
marriage ceremony. see church ceremony for marriage
marriage codes, in Strasbourg, 76
marriage court (*Ehegericht*)
in Augsburg, 100
in Basel, 366
  basis for, 248
in Geneva, 366
  involvement in breaking betrothals, 215
MB's views on, 252
means of judging divorce cases, 294
in Memmingen, 81
responsibilities, 248, 258
marriage court (Ehegericht) (continued)
in Strasbourg, 73, 76, 110
in Ulm, 95, 98, 99
use of Zurich model, 36, 248
in Zurich, 35, 43
Marriage Court Ordinance (Zurich), 35-36
marriage covenant. see covenant nature of marriage
marriage custodians (custodes matrimoniorum), 255
marriage impediments, 201-9. See also diriment impediments; prohibitive impediments
marriage-in-the-Lord, 245
marriage judges (Eherichter), 76
marriage laws. See also canonical marriage law; marriage court; Protestant marriage law
biblical basis, 170
development of, in Strasbourg, 62-73
for England, proposed by MB, 113
Erasmus' views on, 39-40
first Reformational, 35
MB's argument for revision of, 260-61
proper aims, 253
marriage practices (pre-Reformation), 24-31
abuse of canon law, 23, 25, 26-27
benefits of brothels, 25-26
burdens of marriage, 28
church's effects on marriage, 28-31
clerical celibacy, 24-26
personal relationships in marriage, 27
restrictions on conjugal intercourse, 28
unmarried life, 27-28
wife beating, 30
marriage vows, 12-13, 17, 35. See also vows
marriage-wreckers, 293, 294
Martyr, Peter, 367, 371
Mary, Queen of England, 115
Mary (mother of Jesus), nature of marriage to Joseph, 14, 167, 180, 213
material interests in marriage, 172
matrimonium consummatum (consummated marriage), 12, 210, 215, 217
matrimonium initiatum, nondum consummatum (unconsummated marriage), 16, 205
matrimonium initiatum (marriage from verbal consent), 12, 215
matrimonium ratum (valid marriage), 12, 15. See also marriage impediments
May, G., 1
Melanchthon, Philipp (born Schwarzert), 81
concurrence on Philip of Hesse's double marriage, 161
invitation to MB, 111
views on bigamy for Philip of Hesse, 151-52
views on complete marriage, 217
views on Henry VIII's marriage, 143, 144-45, 151n170
views on number of MB's children, 119
work for Francis I, 83
work with MB in Cologne, 106
Memmingen, 81
mental illness
effects of recovery from, on partner's new marriage, 300-301
effects on marriage, 93
effects on marriage vows, 17
lack of parental consent because of, 200 as reason for divorce, 184
mental patients, 301
military service, 293
Miller, T. F., 370
Milton, John, 372
miracles, 299
mirrors of marriage (Ehespiegel), 33, 370
misogyny, 29-30
mixed religions, 16. See also unbelievers
monasteries, 52, 65
monasticism, 37
monastics, avoidance of God's commandments, 332
monogamy, 16, 152, 153. See also bigamy; polygamy
moral ideal of humanism, 52
Mosaic laws, 248-49
Mosaic marriage laws, 283
Moses (biblical), 144, 267, 269
Motherer, Heinrich, 57
mothers, 247
murder, 308
mutual attraction, 200
mutual consent, 210-18
  constitutive for marriage, 12, 209, 213, 214
mutual desire, 182
mutual fellowship. see fellowship
mutual love, 166-67, 174. See also love
mutual service, 172-73
Myconius, Oswald, 111
mysterion (mystery), 187
N
Nassau, duke William of, 105
natural law vs. positive law, 145
neighbor-oriented love
and Christian liberty, 142
in connection with leprosy, 296-97
effects of excommunication on, 307
effects of unchastity on, 181
fostered by marriage, 137
importance, 171
link with divorce, 54-55
MB's views on, 58, 65-66
relationship of sex drive to, 177
New Covenant, 186, 277-78
New Testament, views on marriage between blood relatives, 203
New Testament Christians, 140-41, 152-53
Nicomachean Ethics (Aristotle), 358
non-believers. see unbelievers
Novellen (Justinian), 166n5
O
oaths, 279-80
Ob dem christen zyme versprochene Eh uffzusagen (Bucer), 216
obedience, 235
Ob einem manne zyuen ein eelichs weyb oder nicht (Eyb), 27
obligatory celibacy, 82, 330-32. See also celibacy; vows
Ob malacey gnugsam ursach zur scheidung seie (Bucer), 296n213
obrigkeitliche Ehegerichten (government marriage courts), 100
Oecolampadius, Alithia (MB's stepdaughter), 137
Oecolampadius, Johann, 81, 83, 123, 140
Oecolampadius, Wibrandis. see Bucer, Wibrandis
officebearers (of the church), 250, 255, 338-39, 346
Old and New Covenant, unity of, 277-78
Old Testament
bigamous marriages in, 152
on marriage between blood relatives, 203
MB's valuation, 276-77
normative value, 35, 281
observability of ceremonial laws, 281
validity of commandments for New Testament Christians, 140-41
value equal to New Testament, 279
Olsen, V. N., 365
order, concept of, 358
order in society (res publica), 251, 252, 297
order (ordo), 211
ordinations, 189
ordo (order), 211
Osiander, Andreas, 161
other-directed love, 244. See also neighbor-oriented love
Ozment, S., 3n9
P
Pallas, Anna, 116
paradise, 167-68, 339
parental authority, 199-200
parental consent for marriage
  absence not hindrance to valid marriage, 17
  in absence of father, 200
Bullinger's views on, 46
denied by Augsburg Interim, 110
lack of, 209
in path to marriage, 193-201
Roman and imperial laws on, 181
Roth’s views on, 91
parents
  concern for children's marriages, 198
parents (continued)
married children’s obligations to, 243
relationship with children, 242-47
responsibility to educate children, 244-46
Parker, Matthew, 113
passion. see physical desire; sexual relations
pastors. see officebearers
paternitas directa (direct paternity), 19
paternitas indirecta (indirect paternity), 19
path to marriage. See also diriment impediments; husband-wife relation;
mutual consent; parental consent for marriage; prohibitive impediments
making of a marriage, 209-28
marriage impediments, 201-9
mutual consent, 210-18
procedure for concluding a marriage, 218-19
relation between family, church, and state, 247-56
relation between parents and children, 242-47
relations between husband and wife, 230-41
role of parents, 193-96
significance of church ceremony, 188, 219-28
Paul, Saint. See also 1 Corinthians 7;
Romans, Letters to the on excommunicates in a family, 306-7
inability for self-contradiction, 280
model for marriage relationship, 169
views on marriage to unbelievers, 208, 304
views on procreation, 172
views on remarriage of widows, 190
views on sexual intercourse, 178
Pauline privilege (privilegium paulinum) as grounds for divorce, 16, 21, 303-7
not applicable in cases of excommunication, 306
remarriage after divorce using, 318
Peasant Rebellion (1525), 74
Pelagianism, 345, 347
Perkins, William, 371
permanent vs. temporary laws, 281
perpetual chastity, vows of, 60-61, 169, 207-8. See also celibacy; vows
personal relationships in marriage, 27, 38, 43, 287. See also husband-wife relation
persons, errors concerning, 18
Peter of Lombard. see Lombard, Peter
Peter (subject of MB’s advice), 206
Pharisees, 315
Philip of Hesse, Landgrave, 75, 86
accord with Charles V, 87, 159
consultation with MB on second marriage, 149-52, 156-61
discussions with Heinrich von Braun- Schweig, 159
double marriage, 156, 157
influence on MB’s views on marriage, 191, 192
misrepresentation of meeting with MB, 151
receives MB’s letter concerning wife’s death, 121-22
relationship with Christina of Saxony, 149
relationship with MB, 102, 104, 149
support for Reformation, 101
views on bigamy, 149
philosophy of Christ, 38
Phrygio, Paul, 137
physical adultery, 22
physical desire, 172
physical illness, 294-303, 371. See also mental illness
physical intimacy. see sexual relations
physical service vs. spiritual service, 65
pietas (piety)
climate of, 356-57
de Kroon’s views on, 360
link to justification, 353-54
nurturing of, 355-56
promotion of, as object of laws, 331
piety. see pietas
pilgrimages, 246
plague, 121-23, 290n214
pneumatological aspects of MB’s hermeneutics, 285-87
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Politeia (Aristotle), 250
Pollet, J. V., 1
polygamy, 141n129, 150, 191-92, 340. See also bigamy
poor, charity to, 227
position (social), errors in, 18
positive law vs. natural law, 145
practice of love (charitas), 356, 357. See also love
practice of marriage. see marriage practices (pre-Reformation)
prayer, 223-24, 278-79
predestination, 286, 345, 354
preexisting marriage obligations, 16
priestly marriage. see clerical marriage priests, 210, 333. See also officebearers
privilegium paulinum. see Pauline privilege
procreation, 45, 174. See also proles
progeny (proles), 11, 39, 357
prohibitive impediments, 15, 20-22. See also diriment impediments; marriage impediments
proles (progeny), 11, 39, 357
promise, nature of, 214
prostitution, 26, 62, 68, 176. See also brothels
Protestant marriage law, 34. See also canonical marriage law
Protestant theologians, 211. See also Reformation
Proverbs of Solomon, 244
provisional contract (consensus sponsali-
tius), 216
psychological illness. see mental illness
public decency, 19, 311-12
public good. see common good
punishment and discipline for divorce, 312-16
Q
qualifications (facultates), 344
quality, errors in, 18
Quiblet, Jacques, 369
R
real marriage, 264-65
Rebekah (biblical), 198
reception of MB’s views on marriage, divorce, and celibacy, 360-65
Achacius’s removal of MB’s name from edition of De Regno Christi, 364-65
Beza’s criticism of remarriage for adulterers, 365
Calvin’s reactions, 364, 368-69
Diller’s objections, 364
in England, 1, 370-72
Flinner’s criticisms, 363-64
ideas ignored in Strasbourg, Basel, and Baden-Württemberg, 367
ideas not put into practice, 366
ideas overlooked, 2
ideas used in Hessian Church Order of 1566, 366-67
Kling’s objections, 362
Martyr’s approval, 367
during MB’s life, 361
negative reaction in French translation of De Regno Christi, 362-63
as result of Sarcerius’s publication, 361-62
Sampson’s inability to endorse MB’s divorce proposals, 364
during second half of sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, 370
Tapper’s rejection of MB’s views, 365
in twentieth century, 1-2
reception of sacred orders, 17
reconciliations in marriage, 258, 289, 320
recte et pie vivere (good and pious life), 84, 113, 356
Reformation. See also Bucer, Martin;
Luther, Martin; Strasbourg
in Cologne, 107
effects on valuation of women, 230
Gropper’s sudden opposition to, 105
Henry VIII’s antipathy toward, 111
importance of decline of celibacy to, 327
incidental liberation of women as result of, 128
influence on marriage law and civil authorities, 32-48
initiation of, in Ulm, 91
Philip of Hesse’s support for, 101
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Reformation (continued)
possible damage from Philip of Hesse’s bigamy, 150, 159, 160
promotion of, in Strasbourg, 59-60, 79
views on celibacy, 327
Reformation Hauptschriften (Luther), 55n12
Reformation Legum Ecclesiasticarum (proposed code of law), 370
Regensburg Diet, 86, 87, 159
Regensburger Buch, 86
regnum aelorum (heavenly kingdom), 315
regnum Christi (kingdom of Christ), 248, 353, 356
regnum mundi (kingdom of the world, external state), 315
Reinhart, Anna, 129
relation between family, church, and society, 247-56. See also marriage court
adherence to civil laws, 254
balance between church discipline and government punishment, 255-56
importance of good marriage laws, 253
marriage as foundation of church and state, 250-52
marriage as public concern, 248
MB’s rejection of biblical norms, 254
relatives, marriage to. see consanguinity
religio mixta (mixed religions), 16
religious life, 38
remarriage after divorce, 316-26
because of leprosy, 320
confirmable in church, 322
forbidden with partner in adultery, 325
forbidden with previous wife, 322
as mandate from God, 319-20
necessary for decreasing unrighteousness, 324
necessary for ensuring salvation, 321
possibilities for, 316-17
summary of MB’s views on, 326
upheld if partner returns or restored to health, 322
respect for blood relation (reverentia sanguinis), 203
res publica (order in society), 251, 252, 297
restitution, 66
Rhenanus, Beatus, 53
right of matrimony (ius matrimonii), 303
Rihel, Wendelin, 124
rings, exchange of, 225-26
Roman law
divorce in, 12
influence on MB’s views on marriage, 166, 167, 218, 303
interest in, 263
MB’s study of, 114
Romans, Letters to the, commentary, 79-80
Roth, Jerome, 91
rules, obligation to relieve human distress, 282-83. See also laws
Ruprecht of the Pfalz-Zwibrücken, duke, 212
S
Saale, Margaret von der, 149
sacramental ceremonies, 189
sacramental character of marriage, 187-90
sacramental signs in marriage, 188
sacrament (sacramentum), 10, 11, 189-90
sacred orders, reception of, 17
sacrifice, as mark of a Christian, 349
Sailer, Gereon, 150
St. Aurelia Church (Strasbourg), 62-63, 73
salvation, 232-33, 333-34
Sam, Conrad, 92-93
Sampson, Thomas, 364
Samson (biblical), 197, 200, 203, 208-9
sanctification, 185-86. See also justification and sanctification
Sapidus, Johann, 361
Sarah (biblical), 300
Sarcerius, Erasmus, 105, 361-63
Satan, 332, 345
Saxony. see Christina of Saxony; George of Saxony; duke; Johann Friederich of Saxony
Schlettstadt (Alsace), 51
Schmalkald League, 85, 108
Schnitzer, Peter, 93
Schuller, Gervase, 157
Schütz, Catherine, 67
Schwarertz, Philipp. see Melanchthon, Philipp
Scripta duo adversaria D. Bartholomaei Latomi L.L. Doctoris et Martini Buceri theologi (Bucer), 89
Scriptum Maius vom Eegericht (Bucer), 100, 207, 248
Scripture. See also Bible
applicability to all, 279
impossibility of contradictions within, 278, 280-81
interpretation of, 285-86
as norm for celibacy, 327
real author of, 285
unity of (unitas Scripturae), 276, 277, 281
as work of one author, 277
Second Book of Common Prayer, 113, 370
second cousins, marriage between, 206
second marriages, 22-23, 190, 316-26, 340-42. See also remarriage after divorce
secret marriages (Winklehen)
contrary to the nature of marriage, 196
Erasmus’ views on, 38
inherent problems, 193-94
invalidity of marriage vows, 195
partners not joined by God, 197
result of complexity of canonical marriage law, 13, 26-27, 210
secret marriage vows, 90
secular laws, 100
secular power. See also government
pre-Reformation growth, 247
selfishness, 355
self-love, 54
sensus germanus (true meaning), 275, 286
separatio (invalidation), 15
separation, 240
separation from bed and board
basis in sacramental nature of marriage, 190
in cases of abuse, 369
description of, 21-22
difficulties caused by, 257
in genuine marriage, 15
MB’s views on, 261-62
separation (continued)
reinstated by Augsburg Interim, 110
separation from the bond of marriage (divortium a vinculo matrimonii), 15
serious crimes, 19, 310-12
Sermon von dem ehelichen Stand (Luther), 32
servanthood, integral to human nature, 64
service-oriented life, 64-66, 333-34. See also neighbor-oriented love
service to others, 177, 179-80. See also Bucer, Martin, theology of service;
neighbor-oriented love
seventh commandment, 181
sex drive, 177
sexual intercourse. see sexual relations
sexual intimacy. see sexual relations
sexuality, 11, 24-26, 368
sexual relations
assistance in preventing sins, 178-79
Augustine’s views on, 11
Bullinger’s views on, 45
in cohabitation, 218
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